Cisco Wireless: Transforming the way we connect

Cisco DNA software subscription for Access Wireless

What if your network could constantly scale, adapt and protect for:

- Exceptional wireless connectivity and scalability
- Protecting the network from interference sources and wireless attacks
- Gaining user insights and experiences to provide personalized services
- Automating policy deployment across the network
- Flexible Radio

Three Ways of Buying

1. Cisco DNA Essentials
   - DNA Essentials delivers scale automation
   - DNA Advantage delivers automation, assurance, and telemetry
   - Prime AP License

2. Cisco DNA Advantage
   - DNA Advantage delivers automation, assurance, and telemetry
   - Prime AP License
   - DNA Advantage
   - DNA Essentials

3. Cisco DNA Premier
   - DNA Premier delivers automation, assurance, telemetry, security and location
   - DNA Advantage
   - DNA Essentials
   - DNA Advantage

APs - Cat 9100 and wave 2 APs
Controllers - C9300-40/80/CL, Catalyst Embedded controllers, and wave 2 controllers (9304, 5520, and 8540)

Cisco Software Support Service (SWSS) included in all subscriptions

Learn More